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Capovaticano Resort Thalasso & Spa joins
the MGallery collection
An exceptional destination in the heart of Calabria in Southern Italy
Calabria is located at the southernmost tip of the Italian peninsula
and is famous for its magical views and breathtaking ancient ruins.
Protected by a rocky outcrop, the Capovaticano Resort Thalasso
& Spa hotel looks out at the spectacular landscapes of the Aeolian
Islands and Stromboli Volcano.
Built on one of the most beautiful beaches on the Tyrrhenian coast,
between land and sea, the hotel offers authentic and unique
surroundings. It is an ideal destination for nature lovers interested in
discovering the magical views, fascinating history and ancient ruins
of the hinterland.

Capovaticano Resort Thalasso & Spa: modernity and authenticity
The hotel’s 112 rooms and 9 suites feature a sophisticated,
contemporary and minimalistic design intended to create a
private sanctuary of peace and tranquility where guests can
reenergize. The rooms are spacious, refined and fashionable
and open out onto the natural surroundings.
The hotel also boasts two conference rooms (250 sq. m. and 50
sq. m.) equipped to provide ideal working conditions with free
Wi-Fi internet access and a video projector.

The hotel’s relaxation facilities include a sensory experience
at its Thalassa Sea & Spa institute, as well as a large range
of health and beauty treatments: heated swimming pools,
whirlpool baths, massage booths, shiatsu, all of which are
dedicated to the well-being of guests who can reenergize in
a Mediterranean atmosphere.

.

A balance of flavors
Food lovers will also enjoy the wide choice of simple, refined Italian culinary specialties available at the
hotel’s two restaurants:

-

“Il Mantineo” has a sophisticated menu with a range of sea-food dishes;
“Stromboli Beach Bar & Ristorante” is located on the sea’s edge and features light, tasty
dished prepared by the chef in front of guests.

A “Memorable Moment” in harmony with nature
Capovaticano Resort Thalasso & Spa offers its guests an unforgettable moment in the magical
atmospheric surroundings of the “Coast of the Gods”. In an exceptional setting that can only be reached
by boat, guests can enjoy an Italian aperitif while admiring a glorious sunset over the Aeolian Islands.
The approach adopted by all the MGallery collection hotels is to offer their guests the joy of both
experience and discovery. Each destination offers its own memorable moment and the privilege of an
experience that is both unique and unexpected.
The Capovaticano Resort Thalasso & Spa enriches the MGallery collection’s network with an
exceptional destination on the Italian coast.

Practical information:
Capovaticano Resort
Thalasso & Spa
Località Tono
Frazione San Nicolo
89865 CAPOVATICANO
RICADI TROPEA
ITALY
Tel. : (+39)0963/665760
www.mgallery.com
www.capovaticanoresort.it

About MGALLERY
MGallery is a collection of upscale hotels notable for their personalities, which will appeal to individual travellers seeking distinctive
services or looking for a place with more soul.
In the city centre as well as in tourist hotspots, each hotel in the collection offers a distinctive environment in which to fulfil an
authentic experience that revolves around a philosophy of pleasure. This is particularly true of the Baltimore in Paris, which offers an
incomparable sensory culinary journey in its starred restaurant.
This is also true of the exceptional site of the Cour du Corbeau in Strasbourg, a real timbered house, a maze of nooks and
passageways that has travelled through five centuries of history and known illustrious guests such as Frederick II, King of Prussia,
Voltaire...
A collection of hotels like so many different worlds.
Launched in September 2008 by Accor, it now covers five continents and will grow to over 150 locations by 2015.
Everything you need to know about MGallery hotels can be found at the mgallery.com website.
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